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judgment was a nullity. Erie CJ. denied, however, that the
court lacked internal jurisdiction. He said:
'I am of opinion that the judgment of a foreign court is valid if the
court has jurisdiction over the person and over the subject-matter of the
action: and it seems to me upon this plea that the court . . . had jurisdic-
tion over the subject-matter of the suit in which the judgment was ob-
tained, viz. the liability of the acceptor of a bill of exchange, and that if
it were a matter of defence that the defendant was not a trader or not
resident within the jurisdiction of the court, it was a matter of defence
that ought to have been set up by way of defence in that court, and
cannot avail the defendant in an action upon the judgment here.'1
Thus the French tribunal was competent 'to deal with the sort
of case that it did deal with*, to quote the words of Lindley
LJ. again, though perhaps the defendant might have pleaded
in defence that he personally was not within that competence.
In explanation of both Pemberton v, Hughes and Vanqudin v.
Bouard a modern writer says: 'The court had competence in
the sort of case involved, but there was a mistake or irregularity
of procedure in the exercise of that competence which rendered
the right created by the judgment merely voidable, capable of
being made void by subsequent proceedings/2 A significant
feature of Vanquelin v. Bouard is that the defendant let the
French proceedings go by default. Further, he did not plead in
the English action that the French judgment was a complete
nullity.
Con- A foreign judgment given by a court of competent juris-
diction is res judicata in two senses: it furnishes the successful
judgments party with a separate cause of action enforceable in England
anc* Proyides him with an effective defence if he is sued by the
other party in England on the original cause of action. In the
jvords of Lord Campbell:
'I was clearly of opinion that a foreign judgment might be pleaded as
res judicata because the foreign tribunal has clearly jurisdiction over the
matter, and both parties having been regularly brought before the
foreign tribunal, and that tribunal having adjudged between them, I
think that such a judgment would be a bar to a subsequent suit in this
country for the same cause/3
Thus the satisfied judgment of a foreign court, even though the
amount awarded is not full compensation for the loss suffered,
1	Vanquelin v, Bouard (1863), 15 C.B, at p. 368,
2	Read, Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments* p. too.
3	Ricardo v. Garcias (r 845), 12 Cl, & Fin. 368, 401; i.e. against the successful
defendant.

